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Neil & Ryoko “Do” Europe. 
Neil Davis & Ryoko Tani have recently returned from an extensive wander 
around Europe. When Go-Round asked Neil to name his highlight of the trip, 
Neil, ever the aviator, replied “the Kbely Aviation Museum in Prague” and 
promptly provided a USB containing hundreds of photos to support his 
choice. 
The Museum was founded in 1968 on the premises of the historical military 
airport “Prague-Kbely”, which was the first air base built after the establish-
ment of Czechoslovakia in 1918. The collections are among the largest aviation museums in  
Europe. At present it has 276 aircraft of which nearly 100 are housed in sheltered halls, 25 are in 
uncovered exposed areas, 155 are stored in warehouses and 10 are operational. 
Here are photos of a few of them. Some shots are provided by Neil, others by Mr Google  - 

 
From top left  -  Aero A-12 1925-1938, Messerschmitt Me262, Yakovlev JAK-17, Avia S-199,  
Ilyushin II-28 Bombers, Aero A18. 
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From top left  -  IIjushin II-145, Aero Ae10 1918-1924, Zlin Zx11 1925-1938, unknown, unknown, 
unknown. 
 

Our HCAP “Spot Landing” Day. 
Saturday 11th November we conducted our annual hosting 
of the Honourable Company of Air Pilots for their Spot Land-
ing comp and BBQ lunch. A good turn out of visitors and 
club members watched as four competitors flew with ABP 
CFI Martyn to test their skills at handling a C172.  
And the winner was  -  retired B707 pilot, Simon Ewart, 
wearing the required winners grin.  

 
The HCAP ‘Master’, Chris 
Spurrier, who also competed, 
claimed that he hadn’t flown 
an aircraft for four years and hadn’t flown a light aircraft since 
1968. He’s shown here being presented with a commemorative  
bottle by Harry Walton and enjoying lunch with his wife. 

Another  very worthwhile and enjoyable day for the Club. Thanks to quartermaster and BBQ chef 
extraordinaire, Clive. 
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And Then There Was Our Christmas Lunch. 
First Sunday in December is as good as any other to 
commence the Christmas festivities, and club mem-
bers rolled in for lunch, compliments of the Club  
treasurer. The weather was not what we would hope 
for as a cold lunch was planed, but the group photo 
(taken by David Pearce) shows a pretty happy,  
satisfied crowd. 
Interesting (and a little alarming) to see Treasurer Phil 
John on his knees. Praying for divine assistance in 
balancing the books ? 

 

Answer to Last Month’s Brain Teaser. 
Last month Go-Round posed a question, repeated from an issue published 10 years ago  -  it 
asked how a 200 kt aircraft could intercept an aircraft 60 nm away to your north, heading east at 
120 kts. The solution, provided 10 years ago by Harold Walton, involved using Pythagoras  
Theorem - 

Target plane travel distance = X. Your plane’s travel distanced = Y. Therefore Y2 = 602 + X2.  

Time to intercept (T) must be same for both aircraft  -  T=X/120 for target plane, T=X/200 for 
your plane. Therefore Y=200X/120. Therefore (200X/120)2 = 602 + X2. Therefore X=45 and 
T=45/120 hours = 22.5 minutes. Heading to intercept = 45/60 tan = 36.8 deg = 037 deg  
magnetic. ETA is 0100 hrs + 22.5 minutes = 0122 hrs, 30 minutes. 

This time the first response received was from Neil Davis. He came up with an intercept course 
of 36 deg 52 min 11.6 secs. I guess that heading would certainly put him “visual” with the target! 
A salient message provided with his response was for the smuggler to use a faster plane ! 
Finally, a response was received from Steve McGuiness. He advised that, were he a customs  
pilot his aircraft would be fitted out with AMRAAM’s and Sidewinder Air-Air missiles. Upon getting 
the call, he would lock the bugger up and blow him to smithereens from a distance. So there’s the 
thinking of the young tech-savvy pilot of today ! 
 

Van’s Kits Produce 10,000 Aircraft. 
Ten thousand aircraft is an impressive benchmark for any manufacturer, but when those aircraft 
are built one at a time in hangars and garages around the world, by amateurs, it’s even more of 
an accomplishment. Van’s Aircraft, based in Aurora, Oregon, reports that the RV-7 built by David 
Porter is the 10,000th Van’s RV aircraft to fly. 
They added that while Porter’s is “officially” the 
10,000th, there are certainly more than 10,000 
flying but they don’t know about all of them. 
Many builders have taken to the air but, doubt-
less, the thrilling experience caused them to 
overlook alerting anyone at Van’s ! 
Van’s Aircraft began to sell RV-3 plans back in 
1973, so over the last 44 years, a new RV has 
taken to the air every 1.6 days on average. By 
1994 about 1,000 were flying, and currently a new one takes off every day. 

And whilst on the subject of Vans RV3’s, Jon Johansson 
flew his RV3A-J from the Barossa Valley to Tyabb in  
Victoria in 2 hours 20 minutes. With an 0-320 Lycoming 
engine and fixed pitch prop, he cruises around 155 kt on 
about 30 lph. Most RV’s with an “A” after the number are 
a nose wheel version. In this case, the “A” designates 
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the latest wing and the “J” indicates that it is modified with a sliding canopy, elevator balance 
horns, updated wing tips and additional fuel tanks, taking total capacity to around 170 litres. 
In 2003, Johansson made the first solo flight in a single-engine, home-built aircraft over the 
South Pole in an RV4. He also flew around the world solo, both ways.  
 

CASA Responds to Discussion Paper. 
In response to their discussion paper re low level frequencies, CASA advises that the majority 
of the nearly 500 on-line comments support 126.7 for low level flight in G airspace. 
Those supporting the use of area frequencies seek to separate ATC services from pilot broad-
casts to reduce risk of over-transmission. Others, including the Australian Maritime Safety  
Authority, promote the area frequency as a source of ATC information to provide situational 
awareness, providing information to pilots concerning airspace restrictions, hazard alerts and 
information concerning active search & rescue operations. 
CASA intends to promulgate a specific policy decision by the end of this year. 
 

Who Wants to Be a Millionaire ? 
Boeing is offering $2 million in prize money to encourage innovators to create a “safe and  
easy-to-use” personal flying device”. The two year competition, called “Go-Fly”, is open to 
teams from around the world. Boeing hopes the project will leverage recent advances in  
propulsion, energy, lightweight materials and control and stability systems “to make the dream 
of personal flight a reality”. The flying device should be easy to use by anyone, anywhere. It 
must be safe, ultra-compact, quiet, urban-compatible, capable of carrying a person 20 miles 
without refuelling or recharging and must have vertical or near-vertical take-off and landing  
capability. 
Go Fly will provide teams with access to experienced mentors and experts in design, engineer-
ing, finance, law and marketing who will conduct monthly webinars, but the ultimate design and 
functionality of the device will be up to the imagination of the competitors. The competition will 
culminate in a final fly-off in autumn of 2019 when all the teams will debut their personal flying 
devices.  
 

Have You Herd ?  (Reprinted from Flight Safety Australia email 24th October 2017) 

New Zealand cattle farmer, Bryn Whyman, was understandably concerned for the safety of his 
livestock when a light aircraft, with only the pilot on board, made an emergency landing in one 
of his fields. He was sitting at his home in Te  
Horo, about 70 km north-east of Wellington, 
when “all of a sudden we saw a plane coming 
down”. As the plane landed, the beef cattle 
dashed out of the way. The pilot had decided on 
an emergency landing because of a shuddering 
engine. There were no reports of injuries to man 
or beast, but Mr Whyman said “I got down there 
and (the pilot) was surrounded by about 30 
cows, all licking the plane” 
The reason for this behaviour is unknown, but 
the CSIRO’s publication Cow Talk suggests that 
landing aircraft near livestock may not be the best option. “As a 
prey species, cattle have an inherent fear of unfamiliar objects, 
situations, smells, sudden movements and noises”. 
Hoofnote : It is not known if the landing induced faulty steer-ing ! 
 

 

Merry Christmas all, and a safe, successful and enjoyable 2018. 
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